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Being human, we all like Power and we will spend untold wealth in order to acquire that 
Power, the Church and occult societies, spiritualists and such like, all tell us in various 
ways that they can give it to us but only in return for money.  In other words, you have to 
pay for it.  You have to sell the Christ within for thirty pieces of silver.  In spite of the 
huxters the truth is that man has already – that Power, he has that God-Power within 
himself.  Is it not said by the Man two thousand years ago, “Ye are Gods”?  Did he not 
also say “It is not I that do these things, but the POWER within me?”  This God –Power 
was known in the Church for the first four hundred years as ILLUMINATION and the 
method whereby this inner power was brought forth was called The Arcane Discipline or 
ARCANUM.  When the Church drove out the Gnostics this Arcanum was continued 
throughout Europe as the Arcane College. Now what is this Power which is inherent in 
man, which can be brought forth and can be used for anything you wish?  It is God’s Gift 
to man; not a gift which you can buy, as is the custom with most people; it is a gift you 
must develop by a hard, disciplined life.  You must become a strictly moral individual and 
also an ethical individual, not in the normally accepted sense, but you must live in accord 
with the Laws of Nature which brought you forth.  Man in his innermost nature is God.  
God and Man are ONE.  There is no external God to man.  Therefore, if your God is 
omnipotent, omnipresent and omniscient, man must have the same power, otherwise, Jesus, 
Paul and the Buddha, and many others must be liars of the very first water.

Those of us who have developed this Power, and there are a number of such, had to go 
through the same form of training.  It is a mental as well as a physical discipline.  We have 



to lift ourselves out of the tomb of matter.  We have to walk across the waters of our own 
emotions, and we have to still the tempest of our own minds before the indwelling Christ 
Consciousness can fully manifest.  Once this occurs you are filled, not in theory, not as a 
hope, but in actuality, with the Power of the Holy Spirit and you will act and teach like a 
God, as your right, remembering that there is nothing but God.  But the Churches of all 
types still promulgate the counterfeit doctrine which says that man and God are two 
separate creations, and that man and god cannot become one.  This is diametrically opposed 
to the doctrine of the Christ Himself when he says: “Ye are Gods.”  “He who hath seen 
me hath seen the Father” or “I and my Father are one, even as ye are one with me.”  
Once you realise that Man and God are ONE BEING simultaneously here and now you are 
on the first stage to becoming recipients of the gift of Christ brought to us, the capability of 
showing ourselves as a God in the Flesh.

Whether or not Jesus of the Gospels ever lived is a matter of conjecture, the only authority 
we have is the Bible, secular history being utterly silent.  We must, therefore, reorient our 
ideas regarding what we call the Christ and find out what this Christ is.  It is the Indwelling 
Power within you here and now.  In other words, man is already perfected, has never 
ceased to be perfected because in his Inner Self he is already God.  That this is not always 
obvious is simply he is unable or unwilling to allow it to show forth.  In spite of this 
disability he is, of necessity, the quintessence of the Essence of God Himself.  The 
Gnostics for the first four hundred years absolutely repudiated any idea of the worship of 
God outside of man, they claimed that belief in a God external to yourself was worshipping 
false idols; and this is shown in your Old Testament as “Thou shalt have none other gods 
before me,” or as the Christ has always said, “Seek ye first the Kingdom of God within.” – 
never without, always within.  This is the basis of His statement “Ask and ye shall receive, 
seek and ye shall find.”  But ask the Christians – Bishops or otherwise – have they ever 
found the Christ within themselves?  Ask the occultists and the spiritualists have they 
developed the God-Power within themselves: They will talk about it and around it but 
cannot manifest it. They do not know the Power of God as themselves.  Is it not also said: 
“As I, Father live in Thee, as Thou livest in Me, so we both live in humanity?”  This is 
pure unadulterated PANTHEISM which has been ignored by the orthodox Church and the 
other spiritual organisations – aren’t they just hypocrites of the first water, preaching a 
thing on the one hand and rejecting it on the other?

Gnosticism is not a theory, it is not getting on your knees and saying: “Almighty God (who 
this god is, no one can tell us) have mercy upon me,” no, it is a way of life.  Just as the 
Christ, the Buddha, the Essenes, Templars and Rosae Crucis have said: IT IS A WAY OF 
LIFE. By following the Arcane Discipline you will develop within you the full God-
Potential, you will become a creator in your own right.  No one will need to intercede for 
you, you do not need your gods, nor the Christ, nor anything which is external to yourself, 
you are already THAT, and the Power which is using this body of Richard is the same 
Power which is within you.  It is itself unlimited, it is not limited – though it can be 
restricted – by wrong thinking, action and wrong living, it is unlimited for it is the Essential 
God.  It fears nothing, it needs nothing, yet it has all Power to have whatever it needs – 



wealth, position, love and all those things one is accustomed to paying for.  It has all these 
things because it is ALL of these.

Is it too much to ask you to accept that whilst you are running after it and seeking it - it is 
already here, that whilst you want to become – you already are?  Is this not the teaching of 
the original Occultists?  Is this not the teaching of the Gnostics, the Incas, Aztecs, or the 
Egyptian Book of the Dead, the Upanishads, and the Sufis?  It is identical with all of these 
and each one of these individuals who has attained this Power have lived the same way, 
followed the same procedure and manifested this identical Power which is God.

You may say, this is reprehensible that we, a puny man, should dare to place ourselves on 
the same level and in fact identify ourselves with God, but if you dare to do it you will only 
be following the command of Christ when He says: “Call no man Father.”  This false 
thinking has come about because of your acceptance and glamourising of your guides, 
bishops, priests, masters, gurus and swamis.  All these are detractors from Yourself, 
because all of these father-images are means to throw a glamour over you.  You have given 
to your Bishop, Guide, Master or Swami a power over you which they are not entitled to 
have.  What you have done is that you have mentally handed over your God-Power to 
something external to yourself.  Does that shock you?  It will because it is like an axe, it 
cuts all your pre-conceived ideas right down and brings you down to earth.  Once you 
realise that all your little trimmings and all your masks have been swept aside, then you will 
take a good look at yourself and say: ”What am I? Why am I here? What is the purpose 
and to where am I going?”

None of these have been satisfactorily answered either by the Church of Christ (?) or by the 
occultists, but, after all, what does it matter?   Surely this Power Unlimited which is MAN 
is the Power to live as a God here and now, to become fully conscious of your God-Power, 
to be able to utilise the gifts which God gave you at the outset of your evolution.  Once this 
occurs there is nothing in the universe which is not yours, because it is yours by RIGHT.  
You do not need to depend upon books nor do you need to depend on anyone to tell you a 
thing, you are already God because of your inherent Divine Nature which is at-one-ment 
with God.  You see that the whole of the Key to this could be summed up in the 
recognition that Man and God are one and the same Consciousness, here and now.  This 
Key is veiled to us simply because, by the natural process and phenomena of evolution, it 
takes many million of years to effect.  But now man is beginning to realise that the physical 
body and all of its attributes is simply a mask.  That is, a mask which hides you from 
Yourself – your God-Power.

Now why are you not able to manifest this God-Power?  Why have you doubts? And 
many among you who have been with us for many years cannot make up your minds 
because you cannot accept this one fundamental Key, that man is God, that in himself he 
has the unlimited Power of becoming a fully conscious God.  But, in order to become this 
fully conscious God you must strip yourself of all your illusions, all your suppositions, 
you must cut through the glamour which is around you, and you must look at yourself as 
you really are.  It may become a shock because Truth is always unpleasant to accept, but 



Truth is yourself and as we have said before, Truth is the last thing that any man wants to 
accept, in spite of the fact that he wants it.  Because he preconceives his ideas, he thinks 
that Truth can only be found in the Church, or in Rosicrucianism, Theosophy or among the 
Swamis or any other organisation you can think of, but they all contradict one another.  
They get out their mental pitchforks and prod each other until the metaphorical blood flows!

How sweet is this version of the Brotherhood of Man which is practised by the very people 
whose voices are loudest in proclaiming it, these people who, in spite of their declamations 
are the very last to really practise it.  Those who have become, on the other hand, do not 
need to talk about it.  THEY ACT IT.  They do not claim anything because they have no 
need to.  THEY ALREADY ARE.  That is why these organisations which we founded in 
the last century or the one before that have become outdated.  Man has become detracted 
from his purpose.  They dare not tell you to become a moral and ethical individual, let alone 
tell you how to do it, because the moment you become an ethical individual their worth is of 
no consequence to you; you have already opened the Door and torn away the Veil when 
you behold yourself as you really are.  You are the Christ-Soul that died in very truth that 
you may live.

(God is a convenient term to cover up our ignorance of our true Nature, once we become 
the Whole Man, then the word “god” becomes a meaningless jingle and a means of 
perpetuating the God Father-Figure in our minds. Evolution is simply the development of 
higher orders of animals from the lower.  Evolution began from pure spirit – white light, 
which descending lower and lower down from the combinations of crystallised energy, 
assumed at last a visible and tangible form, and became atomic matter.  Christ is the 
Christos or Psyche of Man, meaning simply the intangible aspect of Man – the Soul.)

Now how do you get this inherent God-Power to work for you, by recognising that it is 
already here?  The first thing you have to realise is that you are a Divine Being which is 
using this lump of flesh which must eventually die and rot in the grave.  This thing which is 
born out of nothing and which dies back into the ashes whence it came.  This thing, which, 
in my case, is called Richard, which at any time I can discard, it means nothing.  But the 
Power which is talking and using this body is his Divine Soul.  That Soul or Self which is 
deathless and eternal, that Self about which Paul says, it is: “…without mother and without 
father, without beginning nor end of days, eternal in the heavens….and the Dweller within 
the Temple of the Living God.”  This inner Self is already here and now within your very 
nature, you were born with it.  Without this Soul-Power you could not live, because if you 
did not have the Power, you would die.

“I am the Light that lighteth every man that cometh into the world.”  The term “world” 
comes from “whirling” and the Power which causes this whirling process of the atomic 
structure is the Energy from the Unknown Principle, vulgarly called “God.”  This fact is 
stated and demonstrated by the greatest Mystics the world has ever known.  “That I 
(power) have come to my own (body) and my own body received me not.”  How many 
times have you heard the Voice of the Soul within and said to yourself (reason): “Oh, it’s 
just imagination,” and turned away and got yourself into a mess.  “Lo, I (soul) am with 



you always, even until the consummation of the age” said the indwelling or vitalising 
Christ-Soul which has never died on a cross and never can, just as the Gnostics say.  How 
could a Principle die?  Certainly not physically, but the true meaning is that He (the Soul) 
dies spiritually for you life after life, dying in very truth to His own level to become alive in 
death (the body), this being the means whereby you and I may live.  For an explanation of 
the Astronomical and physical Cross you are advised to study the teaching of Arcane 
Astrology, and you will also find that chemistry will explain a lot to you.

Within our nature, which is the inner Soul or Principle within man, called by some schools 
the “Dweller on the Threshold,” which is utterly incorrect, by others the Ego, which is the 
inner Light or energy which shines or percolates from the centre, which is nowhere, 
through the many wrappings we call vestures, which are temporary vehicles for the 
expression of the True Man.  As the Christos, the Golden Fleece, Holy Grail, and the Lost 
Word of Freemasonry, but always, in spite of the various names given to it, it always refers 
to the same Indwelling Consciousness or Principle which always knocks at the door of 
your heart (originally mind), telling you “I am the Light of the World, let me come in that I 
may sup (live) with you, that I may dwell in my own kingdom.”  But what do you do? You 
worship something external to yourself – masters, gurus, guides, and such like tomfoolery.   
Yet this Power within you is simplicity itself because there is always nature and God itself 
within you.  Therefore, you must practise right living, your behaviour towards your 
brothers and sisters must be true and honest, knowing that you live in them and they live in 
you.  This is true Brotherhood, because no matter what you do to your brother or sister you 
are only doing it to yourself as your brothers and sisters are ONE and the SAME eternal 
Whole which you erroneously call God, so therefore, it means right living.

It does not mean vegetarianism or any of its allied “isms”, for these are simply something 
adopted and are not really part of you.  What good does it do you anyway? The moment 
you say that a thing is evil you are telling God that He is evil (Evil comes from the Hebrew 
word ‘schin’, which means falling short of an Ideal.)  You are accusing God of being evil 
and simultaneously you are accusing yourself of being an evil person; and, as we have said 
before about these so-called vegetarians, if they are really honest why do they not get rid of 
their leather shoes and fur coats?  Most of these ‘isms’ are sheer and utter hypocrisy and 
this is what you call Truth.  To find Truth there is no need to penalise yourself.  How many 
happy marriages have been ruined amongst occultists because some stupid clot has said that 
it’s wrong for a “seeker” to have sex?  What you have to learn is a balance; all things have 
been given to us for our use and not for our abuse.  We learn by pain and suffering how to 
adjust ourselves to the conditions in which we find ourselves.

Then we have to learn to act correctly.  In other words, to do nothing which will hurt any 
man, knowing perfectly well that when we scandalise one another – and some people like 
to sit over a cup of tea or coffee and spend most of the afternoon getting their claws out and 
tearing some unfortunate ‘friend’ to shreds – this is mental murder.  The Civil Law cannot 
prosecute you for it but the Law of Karma can and does.  By unjustly accusing other people 
and tearing away their reputations you are committing an even more vicious crime than 
physical murder.  You have to learn that everything you think and do is reacted and 



reflected in the whole, for remember that society is but the numerical extension of the 
individual, and if the individual messes up his life he messes up the life of society to which 
he belongs and to which he is responsible.  Therefore, if you purify the individual, you 
must inevitably purify your society.  Is this not logical?

If you think correctly, knowing perfectly well that you are a God-Being, this is where your 
Power comes in.  Now you have to know that you are a God-Creator – “Ye are Gods.”  
Just as God creates, so can you, since you and God are one and the same Being.  You 
create by the Power of the Will within your mind.  The Power in your mind is a Trimurti: 
the Power to Think, the Power to Will and the Power to Form, these are the three qualities 
of your mind.  We are not talking psychologically about the subconscious but about the real 
mind which is You.

Man, because of his identity with the Supreme has within him the God-Power of Creation.  
If he wants something he thinks about it, he creates in his mind the image of what he needs 
or wants.  Now he must charge that mental image with Life first and this is where his 
wisdom comes in.  But before he can bring forth and create what he needs, he must project 
the very thing he has created in his mind’s eye and then visualise it present before him here 
and now and the use of his wisdom (technique) will teach him discrimination so that this 
Power will not be wasted on the creation of trivialities.  In other words, if one of the ladies 
wants a hat, she must visualise that hat perfectly and then project and crystallise it as an 
actual fact. You first of all create a perfect mental image of the hat that you desire, your 
faith-knowledge sets that image working, and the power of projection, that is, the belief that 
it will actually happen, causes that mental image to be crystallised and you visualise 
yourself wearing it, fingering it knowing that it is there.  This now becomes pure Magic – 
let our scientists and wise-acres decry this fundamental fact.  Even in this creation of the 
image of the hat discrimination is very necessary for, although it would appear to be trivial, 
it could be otherwise.  It is difficult in matters such as this to particularise, for what may be 
trivial and unimportant to one case may be the opposite in another, therefore, this use of 
discrimination is necessarily a personal thing.

This is the key to the Consecration of the Bread and Wine in the Catholic (not Protestant) 
Mass, it is all there but first of all you must visualise in your own mind your intended 
action.  You have this power of creation, of moulding the mental self into the form which 
you want by the very fact that you are already a God-Creator.  Now you must have the 
wisdom (technique) or the faith to believe that whatever you think must come to pass.  The 
third corollary is that you must project it, it is of no use leaving your mental image in the 
mind, it must be projected outwardly into expression.  It is said by your own modern 
psychosomatic medical doctors here in this land that what a man thinks in his mind will 
cause the body to react either for good or bad?  Well, the above is based upon the same 
principles, and in any Magical operation.  It is also the meaning of the words of the Christ, 
that “whatsoever a man thinketh in his heart (mind ) so he will become.”

The above is the same doctrine as that of the Egyptian Book of the Dead, it is contained in 
the original Upanishads of India about 10,000 B.C., and it is the same as that of the 



Australian Aborigines, of the Polynesians, the Buddhists.  Everyone of these philosophies, 
without exception, contains the same doctrine – That Man is God.

Now until you realise that you are God you cannot realise this God-Power within you.  
Most of you are continually thinking of the self and because of this concentration on the 
animal self you cannot seem to achieve any objective, something always goes wrong with 
your plans.  This is because you cannot obtain anything from the universe unless you put 
something back into it, it is a two-way process always.  Mother Nature gives you nothing 
for nothing, you have to work for it.  In order to manifest this God-Power you have to 
work with Nature and Nature being yourself, since God informs all the atoms of Nature 
simultaneously and without that God-Power Nature could not be. You are just the same, 
therefore, within yourself you have this God-Power which will grant you unlimited power 
from the source of omnipotence, omnipresence and even omniscience.  Even Richard, 
which is the name of the body We are using, has those powers so long as he believes 
constructively that he is a Divine Being, but the moment he tries to think for himself, using 
the limited mind of the human Soul, he brings the veils over his mind, he shuts it out.  He 
did this until 19xx when he crucified the body and caused the veils which stood between 
him as a human consciousness and his Divine Consciousness to be rent in twain.  The 
moment that occurred he stepped out of the tomb of force-matter and became free.

Does the Christian Church realise how magnificent the Christ story is, how personal, and 
yet so simple.  It is as simple as falling off a log, or is it? Learn to think correctly, act 
correctly and live a natural, happy, human life above all things, spiritual knowledge 
becomes absolutely useless if your human life is unhappy and frustrated.  Get rid of all 
inhibitions, all those conditions which make your life a hell on earth.  We are living, as one 
philosopher says, as we are in life we are in death, and it is very true, we are in death here 
so why make it all the worse.  Why penalise yourself when you can make your life 
supremely happy with all the Power at your disposal; and this is the extraordinary thing that 
when you have all Power, you do not want it.  Richard is supremely happy with human 
life, only when he ceased to demand it.  This is the magnificent thing about the Disciplina 
Arcani.  Up to a point you desire a car, a nice house and money and all these material 
things.  You want to possess them but once you reach Illumination you find that they are 
ashes.  Just as Richard sought Love first, and then all things were his.

When you attain the stage of Love, you begin to change your whole attitude towards them, 
you will find that simply money is only a means of currency, to make others happy, just as 
the blood in your veins is changed every six weeks so the value of your currency is also 
changed, it is changed from one country to another.  Sometimes you lose and at other times 
you gain.  But, when you spend for another, its value always remains the same.  This same 
law applies to the body, after every seven years you have a new set of atoms, none is the 
same as those you started with, so whilst you hang on to yourself and try to save yourself, 
you are losing.  By loving and caring for another, every seven years your Love takes on a 
deeper and more beneficial form.  But, he who loses himself in Love, frees himself from all 
the possessions and attachments which hold him here and cause all the trouble between 
husbands, wives, children, lovers and beloveds, all because of this terrible obsession with 



possession and demanding for the animal self.

Once you get rid of this desire to possess and demand of others and develop the idea of 
cooperation you can, in very truth, say that your yoke is light and you can repeat with 
conviction that “It is not I who does these things but the Power within me; even as I have 
done these things, ye shall do greater things than I.”  Believe us, when we say, we have 
seen a selfish and self-centred man change within a few weeks from a man who demanded 
all things for himself and did not care a damn for anybody else, into one of the most 
beautiful and unselfish men we have ever met.

So, my friends, in spite of the condemnation of the New Testament by the know-alls, the 
platitudenists and the occultists, there is more philosophy – practical philosophy – which 
can be used, contained in the New Testament than in all the thousands of occult books 
which have been written.  It holds the KEY to all we have been telling you about this God-
Power because it is so simple.  It is perfectly simple and yet the Christian Church rejects 
this aspect of it.  They say, well: “I and my Father are one, even as you are one with Me,” 
now that must refer to a select few who have been saved – the so-called 144,000?  If they 
were to dig a little deeper [using the science/art of Gematria] they would find that the word 
ADAM has the numerical value of nine; three threes; Jesus Christ when brought down to 
its common denominator is also nine.  Bring the 144,000 who are supposed to be saved 
down to numbers and again you have nine!  Man falls into matter, man is crucified by 
matter and man is saved by and through matter, that is the KEY.  Once you realise that God 
descends into matter, fragments Himself, giving you all His Powers in order that you might 
live and grow in the stature of the Indwelling Christ or LOVE, you have that KEY.  But 
what do you do?  You haven’t got the faith to believe in the Christ.  If you have not the 
faith to believe in the Christ, what faith can you have in anything else, even yourselves?  
But once you touch the hem of your own garment all Power is yours.

No one can give you knowledge, no one can give you the Light, only you can bestow the 
imperishable possession upon yourself because you have already got it.  The reason you 
are not manifesting it is that you have turned your face against US.  You have become like 
Lot’s wife and have turned into a pillar of salt because you have identified yourself with 
your physical body instead of realising that the body is a vehicle.  In other words, what you 
have done is that you have bound up your body in three separate bandages like those of a 
mummy; ‘mummy’ being actually another word for “Chrest” or “Karest” which is simply 
the Egyptian word for Christ.  So the Christ is bound as a mummy, this being shown in his 
grave-cloths.  In the Coptic work it is stated that after the Crucifixion Christ was bound in 
the bandages as a mummy.  The meaning of this is clear once you get to the root, the 
original idea is that it is the CHRIST-YOU that is crucified, it is You who rises out of the 
tomb and who performs all the ‘miracles,’ not a man two thousand years ago.  Could you 
imagine still worshiping a man, still in the grave and rotting?  Can you honestly believe on 
a man crucified as a criminal and still believe in the Loving Father?  You cannot logically 
unless you are stupidly blind.  To believe in a Loving Father and yet accept the fact that this 
same Loving Father would send his own begotten Son to die on the cross of a criminal just 
does not rhyme.    Your logical mind should revolt against it yet your emotional nature 



accepts it, but the Indwelling Power of God rejects it, just as we do and so does Richard 
reject such a possibility.

When Richard went back to the Church at the request of his Adept-Master after having left 
it swearing never to return, this idea of the man on the cross was so revolting and 
nauseating to his sense of justice that he could not accept it.  Now he knows what it means 
– that you and I and every person is crucified upon the Cross of Love.  We are crucified by 
the four nails of earth, water, fire and air – or, physical, emotional, mental and vital force-
matters.  Once you realise that you are the God crucified to matter then you see the whole 
meaning and you all have the inherent power to realise this.  The Primitive Church did not 
believe in a physical Christ but taught of the eternal Mystic Christ dwelling within man and 
will always dwell within man, thus giving man the absolute surety of attaining the 
Godhead.

Instead of giving man this assurance of his Divine destiny you hear the Church giving out 
much talk about a nebulous heaven – “We will all go to the Other Side where we will again 
meet our loved ones and praise God together till the end of days.”  What a boring way to 
spend the rest of eternity?  It is so vague, just as bad as the Spiritualists with their “Aunt 
Fannies” coming through with some important message like “Do you remember the teapot 
you broke, my Dear?”  Now what evidence have you got for either?  What scientific 
evidence which can be acceptable to your sense of justice and logic?  This is how you get 
away from all this into the Truth: by using your logical mind and stripping yourself of all 
your fanciful ideas, by clearing away the barnacles which have accumulated, by cleaning 
the hull, you clear your mind until it becomes free and the moment it becomes free you will 
allow the Divine Light to shine through, and by shining through your vestures grants you 
blessings and glory of yourself as the Christos.  Let nobody query this statement, because 
right down through the ages, century after century, this doctrine was taught in spite of the 
persecutions of the Official Church – Catholics and Protestants.  This doctrine is eternal 
and we know it as the Arcane Discipline or the Christian Arcanum.

My purpose is to show you how free this Power is.  How it relishes the lives eternally 
within the Bosom of the Father as well as within you; and that you by your own birthright 
have the same right, the same Power; that you must live the same life before you can 
become this Power Unlimited.  Let us show you.  In the New Testament we find the words 
’Eloi, eloi, lama sabacthani.’  This agonising cry is translated as “My God, my God, why 
hast thou forsaken me?”   This is absolutely incorrect.  The word El is God and Oi means 
Power, therefore, this should be rendered as “My God-Power, my God-Power, why hast 
thou left me?”   From this it is evident that Jesus apparently taught the same doctrine as the 
Arcanum, as did John and Paul.  Even to the Temptation in the Wilderness when the lower 
animal self, the serpent mind, tempts the Soul or Christ within and says: “If you worship 
me I will give you the world,” but the Soul, knowing that it is already the world, replies to 
Satan, Get thee behind me.”  This means that once you have touched the hem of your own 
Soul Garment then the Grace of the Indwelling Consciousness moves through you and 
heals you; then all is given to you, not by privilege but by your birthright.



This is the meaning of the Parable of the Prodigal Son, that when you descended from your 
Christos you had your fortune, but you squandered it for mere sensual illusions, however, 
until you had nothing left, then you wandered in darkness and having had enough of the 
pigsty of the physical world of pain and suffering, you turned and said “What is there that 
is real?”  Once you ask the question sincerely and honestly then the veil is rent in twain 
and you get the glimmer of your Inner Self and you turn and travel back to your Divine 
Nature.  When you turn to this long struggle to overcome the powers of this world, the 
demons which you have created of your own freewill will live and batten upon you, will try 
to hold you here in the physical level until you find your Immortal Consciousness running 
to you; crying “This is my son who was once lost and is now found.”  The glyph of this 
story is also perfectly shown in the story of Dante and Beatrice and in the legends of the 
San Grael.  It is also shown in the various degrees of Freemasonry and in the CHEMICAL 
MARRIAGE of Christian Rosenkreuz.  The stories are identical and tell the same story that 
Man is God, fragmented of God and who chose by his own freewill to descend into the 
confines of the tomb of flesh, dying to his own Glory in order that he might unfold his 
God-Power to reach the stage where he can slay the powers of the lower self and rise 
triumphantly.  As Christ said: “If I be lifted up, I will lift all men up unto me.”  What are 
the words from the Gospel again?  “If I be lifted up” says the Christ, “I will lift all men up 
unto me.”  How can that be done?

The Christ within you is the Power, this is the Power of Transmutation when you change 
the lower self into the Divine Reality and is the real meaning of the Alchemy and of all the 
great Teachers; that you must change the rate [energy frequency] of your life in order that it 
may vibrate or coincide with the Divine Consciousness within and which is yours by 
natural right.  This is the most magnificent fact.  It strips you of all your illusions and it 
makes you naked before the Glory of your Self.  And this also is the meaning of the 
Statement: “And ye can nowise enter the Kingdom of God unless you become as a little 
Child.”   You cannot enter the Kingdom of God if your mental apparatus is chock-a-block 
with false ideas and false gods or your whole body is cluttered with wealth and things 
which you love and possess.  Is this not the meaning of the man who could not get the 
camel through the eye of the needle?   Is not this the meaning of the physical Christ riding 
upon the back of the Ass of the physical body – triumphant? Or of the golden Ass of 
Greece – or the origin of riding the Ass before being made a Freemason?  This body is the 
animal counterpart of the Divine and before you can attain the Divine you must conquer the 
body by bending it to your will.  This does not involve ignoring the body nor penalising it, 
it means a change of view, learning how to think correctly, stop creating negative thoughts 
which are destructive such as jealousy, hatred, greed, gossip, spitefulness; all these are evil 
and create many devils or images of menace in and around you.  This is why the medieval 
painters were quite correct when they painted a man thus surrounded, they actually saw the 
self-created images which were tormenting him all the time, and this is what you do today, 
the medieval man was and is no different to what you are today.

There is much that can be given on this idea of the Unlimited God-Power within man but 
even in articles like this we can only touch upon the surface, for Real Knowledge can only 



be experienced by you personally, we cannot experience it for you.  This we know!  Not 
only do we know but there is a galaxy of great Mystics, Saints and great Teachers right 
down through the ages behind us who verify stage by stage what we say and who, in their 
very lives and their achievements, have demonstrated that Man is God Incarnate within the 
physical body.  Man’s work, therefore, is to redeem himself from the limitations of the 
grave, rising in very truth in his God-Power, having Power Unlimited.

This is the destiny of all of you, but you as individuals can only get it and can only know 
this fact by personal effort.  Power as yourself when you turn around and look at yourself 
really hard without being afraid of what you see.  It could be horrible to behold, just as it is 
when you look in the mirror in the morning after a ‘hard’ night.  It is enough to make you 
scream with fright sometimes! But when you really look at yourself the spectacle which is 
thrown back at you is even worse.  It is without doubt the ‘Mr Hyde’ to your ‘Dr Jekyll.’  
Get rid of it, and when we assure you that this magnificent Power has lain dormant with 
each and every one of you, accept it is your Right.  Finally, you cannot PAY for this 
knowledge, no one can give it to you, it can only be brought forth into the full glory by 
hard, honest and sincere personal effort.
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